A set of three classical coupled pendulums is used to model the stimulated resonance Raman interaction. This model provides a simple, intuitive, physical description of the resonance Raman process and can also be used to interpret experimental observations, including the dynamics of Raman-induced transparency, the physical nature of Ramsey fringes in separated-field excitation, and the effects of off-resonant laser excitation. The model has also been extended to suggest what might be observed for strong laser fields.
INTRODUCTION
Recently the stimulated resonance Raman effect has found numerous potential applications in such diverse areas as spectroscopy, collisional studies, and Raman lasers.1-3 In addition, in our own experiments we are exploring the possibility of using the stimulated resonance Raman interaction for development of a portable clock. 4 Despite this large number of experimental studies, a simple physical model has not been available to describe this interaction. Theoretical treatments using either perturbation theory or dressed states have been devised. 5 The dressed-state approach has been more successful because it describes the existence of a trapped state that is transparent to resonant excitation fields. This accounts for the nonabsorption resonances that have been observed experimentally by a number of researchers. 6 However, these models do not offer a simple physical explanation of either the formation of the trapped state or the influence of experimental conditions on observables.
In this paper we show that an analogy between the stimulated resonance resonance Raman interaction and the wellknown system of three classical coupled pendulums can provide considerable physical-insight. Before studying the three-level analogy in detail, it will be useful first to show how a coupled-pendulum system can be used to describe the more familiar two-level system. In the case of a two-level atomic system, an atom in only one state will remain in that state forever. Similarly, in an uncoupled two-pendulum system, if only one pendulum is initially oscillating then only that pendulum will be oscillating at all later times. In the presence of a laser field the two atomic states are coupled so that an atom initially in only one state will no longer remain in that state but will oscillate back and forth between states at the Rabi frequency, which is proportional to the strength of the coupling between states. 7 Analogously, in the presence of a weak coupling spring the energy can be transferred from one pendulum to another at a rate proportional to the coupling-spring strength. 8 In both cases it is possible to find new eigenstates of the interaction. For the atom-field case, these are the dressed states derived by Cohen-Tannoudji and co-workers 9 and Berman and co-workers, 10 whereas for the coupled-pendulum system they are the wellknown normal modes. Applying a similar analogy to the three-level case allows us to explain, in a simple way, how the resonance Raman trapped state is formed and to predict the influence of various experimental parameters on the observables. Among the experimental observations that can be interpreted by this model are the generation of line-shape asymmetries in single-zone Raman excitation, the nature of Ramsey fringes in separated-field excitation, and the effects of correlated detuning and laser intensity on Ramsey fringes. The model even suggests what might be observed in the case of strong laser intensities.
In this paper we will show the correspondence between variables in the three-level atomic system and variables in the three-pendulum system. Table 1 summarizes such correspondences along with the notation to be used later in the paper. It should be noted that the analogies in Table 1 make use of the usual approximations, such as the assumption of weak interaction, electric dipole, classical laser field, and rotating-wave approximation. is also employed initially, which is reasonable in many applications, for example, the Raman clock studies in our laboratory.
The coupled-pendulum analogy to the three-level resonance Raman interaction will now be considered.
COUPLED-PENDULUM ANALOGY FOR RESONANCE RAMAN INTERACTION
Figure la shows schematically a stimulated resonance Raman interaction involving long-lived atomic states, 11) and 13), which are coupled to a short-lived intermediate state 12) by two near-resonance laser fields at frequencies xl and W2- As shown, state 12) is also permitted to decay at a rate Y2 through spontaneous emission. Experimentally, if is held fixed at the 1 -2 transition frequency and 2 is scanned over the 3 -2 transition, fluorescence line shapes such as the one shown in Fig. lb result. Here, the Raman interaction appears as a dip in fluorescence (trapped-state formation), which, in this case, occurs at the center of the Y2-wide 3 -2 transition.
The coupled-pendulum analogy to this resonance Raman system is shown in Fig. 2 . Here, undamped pendulums 1 and 3 represent the long-lived atom-field composite states Il)1c 2) and 13) 1w2), respectively, and the damped pendulum 2 represents the short-lived intermediate state 12) . The analogy of pendulums to composite states rather than pure atomic states is necessary because the composite states are degenerate (on resonance) so that identical pendulums can be used. As shown, pendulums 1 and 3 are both coupled to pendulum 2 by weak springs, k and k 2 . These two springs couple the pendulum oscillations in analogy to the way that the two laser fields couple atom-field composite states in the Raman system. Finally, the frictional damping of pendulum 2, 7Y2', serves to model spontaneous emission in the Raman system.
In terms of atom-field composite states, the wave function describing the resonance Raman interaction is as follows: (1) where 6 and A are the laser-correlated and difference-frequency detunings, respectively, which are defined as
where Al, A 2 , and A 3 are the rotating-wave amplitudes of I1)cwl), 12), and 13)Io,2), respectively, and are defined as Al = a, exp(-/ 2 iAt),
Similarly, the equations of motion for the coupled-pendulum system are easily obtained from Newtonian mechanics and are as follows:
Here, the pendulum natural frequency w 0 = [(g/l) 1 2 + 6'] is chosen in analogy to the reference frequency of the Raman system, [(e 2 /h) + 6] . Making an analog to the rotating-wave approximation permits the following substitution: (6) Using this substitution in the coupled-pendulum equations gives the following pendulum amplitude equations: 
Substituting this wave function into the Schr6dinger equation gives the following well-known amplitude equation: Fig. 2 . Coupled-pendulum model for the stimulated resonance Raman interaction.
The details are in Appendix A, and the new quantities are defined as
The strong mathematical similarities between the pendulum amplitude equations [Eq. (7)] and the resonance Raman amplitude equations [Eq. (3) ] are evident by inspection. In fact, the only difference is that the pendulum equations include the nonzero terms sil, s 2 2 , and s3 3 , which describe a shift or pulling of the pendulum natural frequencies because of the presence of the coupling springs and are analogous to self-energy terms in the Raman system, (2/h)(11erI1), (2/ h)(21erI2), and (2/h)(31er13), respectively. These self-energy terms are of course zero because of electric-dipole selection rules.'" In the pendulum analogy to the two-level system this frequency pulling is unimportant because both pendulum frequencies are shifted by the same amount. However, in the three-level pendulum model it is necessary to compensate for these frequency shifts by introducing a correction to the pendulum natural frequency, which depends on the coupling-spring strengths. Although this is easy to do with a computer-generated pendulum model, it is less elegant and would complicate the construction of any real model. Fortunately, there is one cause of special interest for which no such compensation is required. This is the case of equal coupling springs that are also weak compared with the pendulum 2 damping. This case is of special interest because it corresponds to most of our experimental studies and, therefore, will now be treated in more detail.
WEAK-COUPLING APPROXIMATION
The resonance Raman system amplitude equations are easily solved by using the approximation of small Rabi frequencies (compared with the state 12) decay rate). Briefly, this is accomplished by neglecting A 2 compared with -Y 2 A 2 . The solution is plotted in Fig. 3 for the simplest case of resonant laser fields and equal Rabi frequencies, Q1 = 2 = 0. Here, it should be noted that the nonzero state 12) amplitude at t = 0 is a consequence of the weak-coupling approximation.
Similarly, the motions of the coupled-pendulum system can also be solved by assuming weak coupling springs (compared with pendulum 2 damping forces). However, unlike the Raman system, the coupled-pendulum dynamics have the advantage that they can be illustrated pictorially. This is done in Fig 4a for the case of equal coupling-spring strengths. In this figure the dashed pendulums illustrate the average motions of each pendulum, whereas the solid pendulums and arrows show relative phases through instantaneous position and velocity, respectively. As seen, if pendulum 1 is initially oscillating, then the system smoothly decays to a normal mode, consisting of pendulums 1 and 3 oscillating 1800 out of phase, with no pendulum 2 oscillation. In analogy to the Raman system, this normal mode will be called the trapped mode. A similar result (not shown) is also obtained in the case when pendulum 3 is initially oscillating. Here, as in the Raman system, the nonzero initial oscillations of pendulum 2 are a consequence of the weak coupling approximation. It is customary in coupled-pendulum systems to separate complex motions into normal modes that have relatively simple time dependencies. This is done in Figs. 4b and 4c, which show the normal-mode decomposition of the motion in Fig. 4a . There are only two normal modes, rather than three, because the weak-coupling approximation has simplified the interaction. As can be seen, the trapped mode ( Fig.  4b) is constant in time. This is as expected for a normal mode. However, the other mode decays with time because it includes damped motions of pendulum 2. This mode will be called the damped mode. Within the approximations described, the motion of the pendulum system in Fig. 4a can be regenerated by linearly combining only the trapped and damped modes. More-careful examination of the damped mode (first few rows of Fig. 4c ) also shows that pendulum 2 oscillates 900 out of phase with both pendulums 1 and 3. This is as expected in the approximation of weak coupling, for in this case pendulum 2 essentially behaves as a driven damped oscillator, 8 in which the resonant driving force comes from pendulums 1 and 3 through the springs. A similar analysis can be applied to the resonance Raman system and results in the following two dressed states: n -0 0 2Y2 Q- (9) Here, as for the pendulum system, only two dressed states are needed to describe the Raman interaction when the weak-coupling approximation is made. The dressed state I-) is of course the familiar trapped state 5 and, as already mentioned, corresponds to the trapped-pendulum mode. The second dressed state +) decays with time because it includes a contribution from the spontaneously decaying state 12). This state is reminiscent of the damped-pendulum mode and will therefore be called the damped state. To be more precise, in the damped-pendulum mode the pendulum 2 amplitude is a fixed fraction, 2Q'/-y 2 , of the pendulum 1 and 3 amplitudes and is 900 out of phase with both. Similarly, in the damped dressed state the amplitude of state 12) is a fraction, 2Q/y 2 , of the state 11)1wj) and 13)IW 2 ) amplitudes and also possesses a 900 phase shift. Moreover, the amplitude of the damped-pendulum mode decays as exp[-(Q' 2 / y 2 ')t], and the damped dressed-state amplitude decays as exp [-(Q2/72) 
Thus the coupled-pendulum model clearly illustrates the dynamics of trapped-state formation and, therefore, of Raman-induced transparency. Moreover, the observable fluorescence signal can be inferred directly from the amplitude of the damped pendulum 2 oscillation because this is proportional to the amplitude of the spontaneously decaying state 12). Here it should be mentioned that experiments that rely on fluorescence detection can directly observe only the damped-state population. The presence of the trapped state must be inferred from a lack of fluorescence. Now we will show how the Ramsey fringes observed in separated-field excitation can be interpreted by using pendulums.
SEPARATED-FIELD RAMAN EXCITATION
Separated-field excitation for the resonance Raman process is illustrated schematically in Fig. 5a . Here, atom-field superposition states are first created by the laser fields in interaction zone A and are then permitted to propagate in the laser-field-free dark zone before being probed by similar laser fields in zone B. This two-zone excitation scheme results in Ramsey1 2 interference fringes that can be observed in the zone B fluorescence. Experimentally, these fringes look like those shown in Fig. 5b , where the rapid damping of the fringes for large difference-frequency detunings, A, is a consequence of velocity-averaging effects. As can be seen, these fringes have widths that are characteristic of the transit time between interaction zones, T = L/v, and, as will be shown, contain both relative amplitude and phase informa- In terms of pendulums, the dark-zone Raman system can be modeled by a set of three pendulums with no coupling springs, as illustrated in Fig. 6 . Here again, pendulums 1, 2, and 3 correspond to resonance Raman composite states I1)Ilc), 12), and 13)Ic'2), respectively. Now, however, unlike for the previous pendulum model, we will no longer assume that all the pendulums have exactly equal oscillation frequencies. This is because typical dark-zone transit times are much longer than single-zone interaction times; thus even small frequency differences can no longer be ignored.
The solution to the resonance Raman system in the dark zone is especially simple because the composite states 11)jcwl), 12), and 13)1W2) decouple and once again become stationary eigenstates of the three-level system. Similarly, the oscillations of the individual pendulums 1, 2, and 3 in Fig. 6 are normal modes of the uncoupled-pendulum system.
In fact, the resonance Raman and the coupled-pendulum amplitude equations become identical in the limit of zero coupling.
The coupled-pendulum analogy to two-zone or separatedfield Raman excitation therefore consists of first permitting a coupled-pendulum system to interact for a time r', in analogy to the Raman zone A interaction time r. The coupling springs are then suddenly removed, and the pendulums are permitted to oscillate without coupling until a much later time T', analogous to the Raman dark-zone transit time T. At this later time the springs are replaced, and the resulting normal-mode amplitudes in this second coupled-pendulum system correspond to the Raman superposition state amplitudes in zone B.
To see how two-zone Raman excitation produces Ramsey fringes, two cases will be considered. These two cases appear in Figs. 7a and 7b and correspond to a short zone A Raman interaction time and a long zone A interaction time, respectively. In both cases the Raman system is assumed to start out in composite state Il)kj) prior to zone A.
As can be seen, in the limit of a short zone A interaction time (Fig. 7a ) the pendulum system is essentially still in its initial configuration (only pendulum 1 is oscillating). In this case it is seen that only pendulum 1 continues to oscillate at all later times. This, of course, is as expected because the oscillations of the individual pendulums are normal modes of the uncoupled-pendulum system. Here, it should be noted that the time-dependent phase shift that appears in this figure results from the fact that the pendulum 1 oscillation frequency is A'/2 lower than wo. Conversely, in the case of a long zone A interaction time (Fig. 7b ) the pendulum system has decayed to a pure trapped mode by the time the coupling springs are removed.
Here also, both pendulums 1 and 3 continue to oscillate with constant magnitude, as expected. Now, however, the system as a whole physically resembles a damped mode (with a 900 phase shift) after every odd quarter cycle, A'T'/2 = 7r/2 or A'T/2 = 37r/2. Although this has no consequence in the uncoupled-pendulum system, it would lead to much different dynamics if the coupling springs were suddenly reintroduced, as in the analogy to Raman two-zone excitation. For example, if the springs were restored after either one half or one exchange cycle, A'T'/2 = r or A'T'/2 = 27r, then a pure trapped mode would result and no decay would occur. In contrast, if the springs were restored after one quarter or three quarters of a cycle, A'T'/2 = 7'/2 or AT/2 = 37r/2, then a pure damped mode would be produced and the system would decay to zero-oscillation amplitude.
The exchange oscillations between trapped and damped modes in the uncoupled-pendulum system suggest that it would be instructive to rewrite the dark-zone Raman solution [Al(T) = Al(r)exp(-iAT/2) and AA(T) = A3(,)exp(iAT/
2)] in terms of (zero-field) trapped I-) and damped I+ ) state amplitudes, B-and B+, respectively:
B_(T) = B.(T)cos(/ 2 AT) -iB+(r)sin('/ 2 AT), B+(T) = -iB_(T)sin( 1 / 2 AT) + B+(T)cos(1/ 2 AT)-
From these expressions and the dark-zone pendulum model it is easy to see that laser difference-frequency detunings A (for fixed T) produce Ramsey fringes because they modulate the (observable) zone B damped-state population in the same way that the damped-pendulum-mode contribution was modulated in the above uncoupled-pendulum system. In fact, the pendulum drawings suggest that the Ramsey-fringe minima and maxima in the zone B fluorescence can be interpreted as a direct measure of the final zone A trapped-and damped-state populations, respectively. Finally, as suggested by the earlier pendulum model of frequency shifted by the same amount so that the difference frequency is unaffected. This situation is illustrated schematically in Fig. 8a . In addition, the complementary case of laser difference-frequency detuning, A, is illustrated in Fig.   8b for comparison. We will now consider the effects of correlated laser detunings in a single interaction zone and in separated fields, with the single-zone case considered first.
The effects of correlated laser detunings in a single zone are illustrated in Fig. 9 by using coupling pendulums. The case shown corresponds to a positive detuning of twice the state 12) decay rate, = 2 2. Here, correlated detuning is modeled by an equal increase in the natural frequencies of pendulums 1 and 3, represented in the figure by shorter pendulum lengths. As shown in Fig. 9a , if only pendulum 1 is initially oscillating, then the system eventually decays to a pure trapped mode as before. Now, however, pendulums 1 and 3 experience amplitude exchange oscillations as the decay proceeds. For clarity, these exchange oscillations are plotted as a function of time in Fig. 10 , where each tick mark on the time axis corresponds to one row of the pendulum drawing of Fig. 9a .
Figures 9b and 9c illustrate the trapped-and dampedmode contributions, respectively, to the pendulum motions of Fig. 9a . As shown, the trapped mode is unaffected by the change in pendulum 1 and 3 oscillation frequencies. This is because both pendulums 1 and 3 still have equal natural frequencies. However, the pendulum-damped mode now experiences a time-dependent phase shift that was not observed for the on-resonance case. This phase shift arises a because the oscillation frequency of the damped mode is pulled slightly lower, relative to the trapped-mode frequency, by pendulum 2. As before, the original pendulum motions of Fig. 9a can be regenerated by linearly combining only these trapped and damped modes. When this is done it becomes clear that the exchange oscillations involving pendulums 1 and 3 are a consequence of the time-dependent phase difference between trapped and damped modes.
We will now show that these results can be used to interpret the fluorescence line-shape asymmetries that are observed experimentally for non-zero-correlated laser detunings. 4 respectively. Again, each tick mark on the time axis corresponds to one row of the pendulum drawing.
As can be seen, for positive difference-frequency detuning, A' > 0 in Fig. 12a , the pendulum oscillations quickly decay with a relatively large damped-mode component.
But for negative detuning, A' < 0 in Fig. 12c , they decay more slowly with almost no damped component, This can be seen more clearly in Figs. 12b and 12d , which show only the instantaneous damped components of the motions in Figs. 12a and 12c , respectively. For brevity, the trapped components are not shown.
As these and previous pendulum drawings (Figs. 4 and 7) suggest, both correlated and difference-frequency detunings tend to produce Raman damped-state components that are 900 out of phase with the trapped state. If both these damped-state contributions are in the same direction, they will be reinforced; otherwise, they will tend to cancel. This leads to either a larger or a smaller overall damped-state contribution and, therefore, a faster or slower decay, respectively. Of course, in the Raman-system analogy faster decay means more fluorescence, thereby accounting for the observed fluorescence line-shape asymmetries. row). In contrast to the previous dark-zone model, the instantaneous damped-pendulum-mode contribution now becomes a minimum for A'T' 5, 0, specifically A'T/2 = 7r/5. This is easier to see when the motion is separated into instantaneous trapped and damped components, as shown in Figs. 15b and 15c , respectively. In the Raman-system anal- Our experimental studies also showed that the Raman line-shape asymmetries reversed sense either for opposite correlated laser detuning, (, or for opposite initial populations in the composite states 1)w1i) and 13)1W2). The coupled-pendulum model likewise exhibits asymmetry reversals, as is shown in Fig. 14. Here, Fig. 14a shows the pendulum motions corresponding to a positive difference detuning (as in Fig. 12a ) but a negative correlated detuning (opposite to Fig. 12a) . The slow decay in this case indicates that the asymmetry has reversed sense for opposite Y', in analogy with the Raman system. Similarly, Fig. 14b shows the case of A' > 0 and (' < 0, which is the same as in Fig. 12a , only now pendulum 3 is oscillating initially instead of pendulum 1.
Here also, slow decay results, thereby verifying the dependence of asymmetry on initial conditions as well.
The pendulum analogy for correlated laser detunings will now be extended to separated-field excitation to show how such laser detunings produce phase shifts in Ramsey fringes.
To this end, Fig. 15a shows the motions of the uncoupledpendulum system (dark-zone Raman model) for a representative case corresponding to a non-zero-correlated detuning in zone A. In this example the initial conditions were obtained from the correlated detuning model of Fig. 9a , for 6' = 2 y2', after an interaction time of (Q22/26')r' = -r/2 (second At this point it is possible to interpret some additional experimental observations in Raman separated-field excitation, such as that illustrated by the data in Figs. 16a and 
STRONG LASER FIELDS
We will now consider the limit of strong coupling, for which the Rabi frequency is much greater than the state 12) decay rate. As mentioned earlier, first it is necessary to correct for the effects of the coupling springs on the pendulum oscillation frequencies. When this is done the resulting modified pendulum amplitude equations ( 
still eventually expected to decay to a pure trapped mode for long enough interaction times, in agreement with previous theoretical treatments. 5 This case is yet to be studied in detail experimentally. complex amplitude exchange oscillations result. These oscillations can of course be simplified by dividing the motion into trapped and damped components, as shown in Figs. 17b and 17c, respectively. Once again, the trapped component is independent of time, just as in the weak-coupling limit. Now, however, because the system is underdamped, the damped component exhibits amplitude exchange oscillations involving pendulum 2 and a superposition oscillation composed of pendulums 1 and 3. The damped mode is therefore no longer a normal mode of the system; thus its dynamics can be broken down further into two additional normal modes, which appear in Figs. 17d and 17e. Here, it should be noted that the pendulum normal modes described in Figs. 17d and 17e are not the same as the normal modes usually derived for a coupled three-pendulum system. 8 In particular, pendulum 2 oscillates with a different magnitude than expected. This difference results from the modifications made to the pendulum natural frequencies to correct for the effects of the coupling springs.
The above analysis shows that in the large Rabi-frequency limit Rabi-like oscillations are expected to be observed in the Raman-system fluorescence. Nonetheless, the system is a b
UNEQUAL RABI FREQUENCIES
Finally, we would like to consider the case of resonance Raman excitation with unequal Rabi frequencies. In terms of pendulums this can be modeled by using unequal coupling springs and the modified pendulum model. Figure 18a shows the time evolution of a coupled-pendulum system when the spring attached to pendulum 1 is three times as strong as the one attached to pendulum 3. As shown, if the system starts out with only pendulum 1 oscillating, then it smoothly decays to a trapped mode over times long compared with 1/Q'+, where Q+'2 = (2
However, this trapped mode, unlike the previous trapped mode, has unequal oscillation amplitudes for pendulums 1 and 3; the pendulum with the weak-coupling spring has the largest amplitude. This is required so that pendulums 1 and 3 will tend to induce equal but opposite motions in pendulum 2, thereby causing the damped pendulum 2 to remain stationary. From this discussion it is evident that the trapped state, in spite of its name, is transparent not to arbitrary resonant laser fields but only to those having the same Rabi-frequency ratio (and the same relative phase) as those used to create it. Thus a pure, trapped superposition state created with one combination of Rabi frequencies would decay to a different trapped state if the ratio of the Rabi frequencies were suddenly changed, for example, in a two-zone atomic-beam excitation scheme. This situation is illustrated by using the pendulums in Fig. 18b for the case when the pendulum system initially resembles a pure trapped mode from the equal coupling-spring system. As expected, this system decays to the new trapped mode but with a smaller amplitude than in Fig. 18a. Once again, the coupled-pendulum analogy provides the physical insight needed to interpret the resonance-Raman 
With these approximations, the pendulum amplitude equations reduce to the simple form of Eq. (7).
t~~L Q an C Fig. 18 . a, Motion of modified coupled-pendulum model for unequal coupling springs. b, Motion for initial conditions resembling a trapped mode from the equal spring model. system dynamics, this time for the case of unequal Rabi frequencies.
SUMMARY
In this paper we have shown that the analogy between the stimulated resonance Raman system and a system of three coupled pendulums provides a simple, intuitive, physical description of the Raman process and can also be used to elucidate various experimental observations. These include the dynamics of the formation of the trapped dressed state, the physical nature of Ramsey fringes in separated-field Raman excitation, and both single-zone line-shape asymmetries and Ramsey-fringe phase shifts that are observed in the presence of non-zero-correlated laser detunings. 
